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ABSTRACT 
In an earlier paper of the first author, Gersgorin’s theorem was used in a novel 
way to give a simple lower bound for the smallest singular value of a general complex 
matrix. That lower bound was stronger than previous published bounds. Here, we use 
three variants of Gersgorin’s theorem in a similar way to give further lower bounds. 
Each of the new bounds is more complicated, but generally stronger, than the pure 
Gersgorin-based bound. The three new bounds are mutually noncomparable. 0 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (atj) be an n-by-n complex matrix, and define, for k = 1,. . . , n, 
f’k( A) = C IakjI and Qk( A) = C IajkI. 
jzk j+k 
We denote the smallest singular value of A by a,( A). Using Gersgorin’s 
theorem in a certain way, it was shown in [4] that 
akkl - +[ pk( A) + Qk( A)1}. (1) 
Here, we replace Gersgorin’s theorem in this analysis with (respectively) 
Ostrowski’s (Theorem 6.4.1 of [2]), Brauer’s (Theorem 6.4.7 of [2]), and 
Gudkov’s [l] variations to obtain three new bounds for u~( A). 
The new bounds necessarily involve more complicated expressions, but 
they generally give larger lower bounds (never worse) and are mutually 
noncomparable. It is worth noting that, in spite of the optimality of Gers- 
gorin’s theorem as a nonsingularity indicator, variants upon it can be useful in 
related situations, such as this one. 
Our results are presented in terms of square matrices, but, according to 
the methodology of Section 3.7 of [S], they may be generalized to the 
rectangular case. We close this section by stating Gudkov’s nonsingularity 
condition, which may not be as familiar as Ostrowski’s or Brauer’s theorem. 
THEOREM 1 [l]. Let R,( A) = Pi(A), and fir i = 2, . . . , n define 
i-l 
&(A) 
Rj( A) = c k+--q + 5 bikl* 
k=l k=i+l 
Zf luiil > Ri( A), i = 1, . . . , n, then A is nonsingular. 
2. OSTROWSKI-TYPE LOWER BOUND FOR v~(A) 
THEOREM 2. The smallest singular value of A satisfies 
a,( A) > min 
l<k<n 
(+( (41%k12 + Pi< A) - Qk( ‘1)12)1’2 
-[P,(A) + Qd A)])). c2) 
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Proof. First, by Theorem 7.3.7 from [2], we get that the matrix 
I 
- %( A1 I A 
A* - a,( Al 1 I 
is singular and therefore so is the matrix 
I 
-a,,(A)Z A A -a,,(A)1 
A* -a,(A)1 I[ 1 I ‘: :, = - a,( A) 1 A* 
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Then combining the singularity of the matrix with Ostrowski’s theorem we 
obtain 
laiil’ G [Pi(A) + q(A)] [Q,(A) + q,(A)] 
for at least one i, 1 < i < n. Upon manipulation (4) becomes 
0 G q,‘(A) + [P,(A) + t?i(~)l~,(A) + Y,(A)Qi(A) 
from which (2) follows algebraically. 
(4) 
??
We close this section with a straightfonvard observation concerning the 
relation between the bounds (2) and (1). 
OBSERVATICIN 1. The bound (2) is always at least as large as thr ho~~tl 
(1). Moreover, for A such that 
o < ,y;;,, {lakkl - k[ Pk( A) + Qk(A)]} = Iu,,.I - i[P,.(A) + Qr<~)l , . 
with P,(A) # Q1-( A), th e ormer hound is nontrivial and strictly better than f 
the latter one. 
:3. BRAUER-TYPE LOWER BOUND FOR v,,(A) 
Replacing Ostrowski’s theorem in the analysis of the previous section with 
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Theorem 6.4.7 from [2] (Brauer’s theorem), one can get the bound 
min 
6% ,j<Zn 
i#j 
IZjjl + [Pi(A) - q A)]2)“2 
-[P,(‘) + ‘(‘I]))~ C5) 
in which 
A 0 
A= 6 A*’ 
-[ 1 
Comparing (5) with (21, we observe that the right-hand side of the former 
bound is at most as large as the right-hand side of the latter one. So we do 
not add (5) to the list of interesting refinements of (1). However, the contents 
of Section 3.7 of [3] and the relation between Ostrowski’s and Brauer’s 
eigenvalue inclusion regions suggest a “Brauer-type” bound at least as large 
as (1) and not comparable with (2). To verify this suggestion it will be 
convenient to associate with A the quantity o”(A) defined by 
cx,( A) = min 
l<k,j<n 
k+j 
- JC Re ‘kk - Reajl)’ + Pk( A + A*)?( A + A*)]). 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let C = (cij) be an n-by-n Hermitian matrix. Then all the 
eigenvalues of C - (Y,(C)1 are nonnegative. 
Proof. Of course, C - a,(C)Z is Hermitian. So all its eigenvalues are 
real. In order to show that they are nonnegative we apply Brauer’s nonsingu- 
larity condition (Corollary 6.4.11 in [2]). F 0 11 owing it, a sufficient condition 
for C - cu,(C)I to have the above-mentioned spectral property is that 
cw - (Y,(C) > 0 (q = l,...,n) (6) 
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and 
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(s.r=l,..., n; s/r). (7) 
Considering the qth, 1 < q < n, diagonal entry of C - a,(C)I, we get 
c 
‘I ‘I - %(C> 
k+j 
+ t cyq - err + [ J ($, - CJ + 4P,,wm] 
> &,,, - c,,) + #C,/‘, - c,,I a 0. 
To establish (7) we observe that the real function f(h) = A’ - ah + h, 
with a2 - 4h > 0, is strictly decreasing on (-a, a/2) and that f(i(~ 
- da)) = 0. Thus j’(h) > 0 for any A < +(a - m). Based on 
this observation, (7) immediately follows. a 
With the lemma we may now establish the suggested bound. 
THEOHEM 3. The smullest singular value of A sc~tisfies 
Proof. Applying the argument used in the proof of Theorem 1 in [4], wc 
have only to show that all the eigenvalues of B + B*, where H f A - 
a,,( A)I, are nonnegative. Observing that 
a,,( A) + a,,( A*) = a,,( A + A*), 
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B+B*=A+A*-[cx,(A)+a,(A*)]Z=A+A*-a,(A+A*)Z, 
and the postulated spectral property follows from Lemma 1. I 
The following consequence of Theorem 2 provides us with a bound for 
a,(A) in terms of the ingredients used in (1) and (2). 
COROLLARY 1. The smallest singular value of A satisfies 
%(A) a min 
I<k,j<n 
k+j 
- 
d(l’kkl - Iajjl)” + [‘k(A) + Q~(A)] [ P,.(A) + Q,(A)] ))* (8) 
Proof. The proof of the corollary is similar to the proof of Corollary 
3.7.17 from [3], and hence it is omitted. ??
We shall close this section by mentioning a relation of the bound (8) to 
the bound (1). 
OBSERVATION 2. The bound (8) is always at least as large as (1). 
Moreover, for A such that 
= I4 - i[P,(A) + QAA)] 
< IajjI - +[ q< A) + Qj< A)] J (9) 
in which the inequality holds for any j E (1, . . . , n}\(r), the former bound is 
nontrivial and better than the latter one. 
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Proof. Suppose that 
= ; k&l + lattl ( 
- d(Id - Iu,,I)~ + [ P,( A) + OI( A)] [ Pt( A) + Ott 41 ) 
and therefore, by the corollary, 
-0. (10) 
It is no restriction to assume that 
ln,,l - ;[ p,( A) + Qt( A)] G hpl - #‘,< A) + C?s( A)] 1 
which can be rewritten as 
$[ c,( A) + Qs( A)] < lasrl - la,,\ + $[ P,(A) + Q(A)]. (11) 
From (ll), after slight manipulations, we get 
cn( A) 2 4 lass1 + bttl ( 
- hsl-l~ttl)2 + (lu,,I-la,,I)[P,(A) +QtW] +k(A) +Qt<A)]” ).
(12) 
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By (11) it follows that 
larrl - lattl + [P,(A) + Qt( A)] 2 0, 
and therefore (12) becomes 
u,(A) a lattl - $[&(A) + QtWl 
> l-$u,,l - f[ f’,(A) + QdA)lb . . (13) 
To complete the proof we consider two 
Case 1: lattl - i[P,(A) + Qt(A)l 
(11) is strict, which in turn implies that 
cases. 
< Iu,~,~I - +[?,(A) + Q,(A)]. Then 
an(A) > bttl - #t(A) + Q&91 
Case 2: luttl - i[P,(A) + Qt(A)I = l~,~,~l - i[P,(A) + Qs(A)I. Then, 
by (9, 
o < min {Iukkl - f[ Pk( A) + Qk(A)]} < lattl - i[ P,(A) + Qt(A)I, 
l<kcn 
and therefore from (13) we have 
a;l( A) 2 IQ - #‘t(A) + Qt< A)] 
> ,<“;1~,{bkkl - $[&(A) + Qd 41) a O, . . 
so that the proof is complete. ??
4. GUDKOV-TYPE LOWER BOUND FOR g,(A) 
To derive our last bound we use the following fact, which is a conse- 
quence of Gudkov’s theorem. As noted in [l], if a complex n-by-n matrix 
B = (bij) has for some i, 1 < i < n, an isolated Gersgorin disc G,(B), i.e., a 
disc that satisfies 
lbii - bjjl > Pi(B) + pj< B) for all j # i, 
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then the eigenvalue of B contained in Gi( B) is contained in the disc 
z E @:I=; - bfil G C lbjjl p,< *I 
Ib,, - bjjI - pz( *) (14) jfi 
as well. It is easy to observe that the radius of the disc (14) is strictly less than 
the radius of G,(B) unless P,(B) = 0. This observation provides a tool to 
modify the bound (1) in the following way. 
THEOREM 4. The smallest singular value of A satisfies 
a,( A) > min{ ffI, q:>, ( 15) 
in which 
a1 = min 
k=tl,....n)\N,(A) 
(14 - +Pk(A) + Qk(A)lI, 
cYG = min P,(A) + Q,j(A) 
kEN,(A) ‘\la,,l - l’jjll - P,(A) - Ok( A) 
+ c lql P,(A) + Q,(A) 
j~k ’ ‘lI’k,I - I’ UjjlI - ‘k( A) - Qk( A) ,I ( ’ 
and 
iVI( A) = {i E { 1,. . . , n} : Iluiil - lujjl > d[‘i( A) + Qi(~)l 
+$[g(A) + Q,(A)] 7 E {l....,n)\{i)}. 
Proof. Let D = diag(e”l,. . . , eisn), in which Ok, 1 < k < n, is defined 
so as to satisfy 
ei% = 
i 
1% I/% 
1 
if akk f 0, 
if ukk = 0. 
As D is unitary, then the singular values of DA are the same as those of A. 
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So, proceeding as in [3, Section 3.71, we obtain 
a,( A) = a,( DA) 
> min min 
kE(l....,Tl)\ 
{IQ] - i[Pk(A) + Qk(A)I)> 
N,( DA) 
in which H(DA) = i[ DA + (DA)*] is the Hermitian part of DA, and 
hk( H( DA)), k E NI( DA), are the unique eigenvalues of H( DA) contained in 
the isolated disc G,(H(DA)). Taking into account the definition of N,(A), 
the last inequality becomes 
and the assertion follows by the above-mentioned result of Gudkov and the 
triangle inequality. W 
Similarly to Sections 2 and 3, the presentation of the bound (15) will be 
completed by mentioning how it is related to the bound (1). The proof is 
straightforward. 
OBSERVATION 3. The bound (15) is always at least us large as (1). 
Moreover, for A such that 
with s E NI( A) and P,(A) + QS( A) > 0, the former bound is nontrivial and 
better than the latter one. 
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5. COMPARISONS 
We close by noting that the three bound (21, (8) and (15) are noncompa- 
rable. Let 
224 21 55 
137 66 
-26 175 
1 [ 259 -9 44 
1 A, = -18 94 -2 
-43 8 243 
= [ 
10 1 1 
A, 120 1 1 1.  30 
For these matrices, we have the indicated quantities: 
(2) (8) (15) a3 (1) 
A, 55.72 54.19 50 117.83 50 
A, 75.51 87.84 86.89 92.88 75.5 
A, 8 9.62 9.64 9.86 8 
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